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WHAT WAS MY INTERNSHIP ABOUT
ABOUT ME:
• I live in Canada Water and went to
Bacon’s College
ABOUT THE INTERNSHIP:
• Internship at Soundings & Global
Generation
• Involve young people & raise
awareness
• Looking at how best to engage young
people
• Developing a ‘toolkit’ for engaging
young people
• Assisting Global Generation to help
students develop the Paper Garden,
linking to CWM outreach

OUR AIM WAS TO EXPLORE:
•
•
•
•

What’s of most interest to young people in Canada Water?
How do they currently feel about the area?
What could be added, removed or changed?
Do they see themselves living or working here in the future, 		
and why?

WHAT I DID
The aspects that I was most involved in:
• Youth Ideas Workshop: gave us insight into
the best ways to engage young people. We
came up with various ideas such as engaging
through social media and movie nights.
Importantly, ensuring that there is a tangible
benefit through youth engagement; a unique
experience, something to add to a CV or
simply have a good time!
• Summer events: I created a giant hoopla
game for a fun way to get involved – this
worked best for smaller children.
• I developed the Street Survey to go out to
raise awareness and actively involve young
people in telling us about their area.
• I set up the Instagram Challenge competition
which involved taking a picture of what you
would like to see in Canada Water to win a
prize.
• I spoke at Bacon’s College assembly, in front
of 1,000+ students, to raise awareness of the
masterplan. This was followed by Streets
Surveys at lunchtime.

THEMES

Now & young people’s future
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•
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I asked people what topics they were most interested in. The diagram above
shows how often they were selected and additional topics that people added.

SHOPPING
Now
•
•
•
•
•

Quite old but offers the essentials
Low prices & Tesco is good
No other reason to go there
Go to Oxford Street and Stratford for
‘premium shopping’
Not enough food-offer

How do you rate the current shopping?

How often do you visit?

Would like to see
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topshop
Nandos
Urban Outfitters
TGI Fridays
Footlocker
‘Other popular stores’
Christmas Market, October Fest etc
I asked people about the existing shopping and what they would like to see:
• Many young people felt that the Shopping Centre is quite old but offers the
essentials. Apart from this, there’s little reason to go.
• The restaurants above do not offer many different options.
• Young people often said they leave the area and go to places such as Oxford
Street and Stratford for any premium shopping.

ENTERTAINMENT, LEISURE, SOCIAL SPACES
Now
•
•
•

Rarely come here for entertainment
Not much to do or low quality
Cinema is quite old

How often do you come here to have fun?

Would like to see
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of sports suggestions (next slide)
New arcade
Hangout area with activities, games
& to charge phones
E-sports gaming-lounge
Outdoor cinema

I also asked about what young people do to have fun here:
• Occasionally, they come to the area to do something fun – generally it’s felt
that the area either lacks a good amount of stuff to do or the quality is quite
low. For example, the cinema is quite cheap to go to but the problem is that
the cinema is quite old.

SPORT
Now
•
•
•

Now

People mostly go to Elephant & Castle
• People
mostly
and
Southwark
Parkgo to E&C
& Southwark
Or just
hang out inPark
local area / play sports
• school
Or just hang out in local area
at
The /gym
popular
playissports
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•

How do you rate sport in the area now?

The gym is popular

Would like to see
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would like to see

New football pitch / astroturf
• New football pitch / astroturf
Skatepark
• Skatepark
Better outdoor sport facilities
• Better outdoor sport facilities
Better quality & range of sports facilities
• Better
More
gymsquality & range of sports facilities
• More
gyms for: rugby pitch, ice
Other
suggestions
• Other
suggestions
for:
rugbyarts,
pitch, ice skating,
skating,
golf,
paintballing,
martial
fishing
golf, paintballing, martial arts, fishing
I also asked about what young people do to have fun here:
• Sport is a social activity for many young people
• Some people stay in the area but many go elsewhere.
• People would like to see a better gym offer in Canada Water and generally a
better range of facilities both indoors and outdoors.

PUBLIC SPACES (& SPORT)
How do you rate public
spaces locally?

•
•
•
•
•

It includes greenery
Looks ergonomic
Represents Canada Water
It seems fun
Loads of young people spend time there

• Plenty of people already skateboard
in Canada Water

People were asked to say which example of sport
in public space they prefer and why.
Str
Atte
and
Answers shown above

GREEN SPACE

Park

•
•
•
•
•

Modern and adventurous
Goes well with the docks in the area
Very interesting (compared to a standard park)
A range of activities for everyone
Relaxing and seems like a nice place to walk through

How do you rate green
space in the area?

People were asked to say which example of park
space they prefer and why.
Answers shown above

GREEN SPACE

Outdoor spaces

•
•
•
•

Tons of space available
Looks sociable
Nice looking
Looks very appealing and relaxing.

How do you rate green
space in the area?

People were asked to say which example of
green space they prefer and why.
Answers shown above

TRANSPORT

h to
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Now
How do you currently get around?

• Most use the bus when going to/ from other
areas

How do you currently get around?

• Views
Nowwere shared that the local area itself is
small
enough
walk
around
• Most
usetobus
from
other areas

• The
local
area itself
is small
enough
to
• Some
think
transport
needs
improving,
some
around
thinkwalk
it’s fine
•

Some think transport needs improving,
some think it’s fine

Would like to see

• Cycle
lanes
Santander bikes
Would
likeand
to see

• A•more
modern
Cycle
lanesinfrastructure
and Santander bikes

A more modern infrastructure

Do you think we need to change
the transport?

Do you think we need to change
the transport?

Street su
Views were mixed 50/ 50 on whether the existing transport Younger
needs changing. Buses and walking were most used and a bikes in
better cycling network include in Santander Bikes was oftenAccordin
requested.
transpor
the area
area is s

THE FUTURE
In the future do you think you will...

Live here?

Shop here?

Work here?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nice area
Peaceful & accessible
Familiar
Family Nearby
Pleasant to live in

Convenience / it’s close
Know the area

Local
It will be rebuilt
Plenty / good mix of shops

No
Not enough to do
Would like to travel
Move to outer London

No
Not many jobs
Prospects are lacking
Too local
Want a change

No

There are better shopping areas
Quality is poor
Not enough shops
Boring

WHAT I LEARNED
• We need help from different types of
people in the community to build a
place that everyone loves being in.
• Different strategies are needed for
different groups of young people.
• Linking to existing groups and schools
works well.
• Planning is much easier than
executing ideas!
• Social media is useful to build on a
‘real-life’ relationship, not the other
way around.

THANK YOU!

